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ABSTRACT
Many-core processors are gathering attention in the areas
of embedded systems due to their power-performance ratios. To utilize cores of a many-core processor in parallel,
programmers build multi-task applications that use the task
models provided by operating systems. However, the conventional task models cause some scalability problems when
multi-task applications are executed on many-core processors. In this paper, a new task model named Partitioned
Virtual Address Space (PVAS), which solves the problems,
is proposed. PVAS enhances inter-task communications of
multi-task applications and averts serialization of concurrent
virtual memory operations. Preliminary evaluations by using micro benchmarks showed that PVAS has the potential
to promote the performance of multi-task applications that
run on many-core processors.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Having reached the evolutionary limits of single-core performance in terms of power-efficiency, the number of cores
being incorporated into multi-core processors has shown dramatic growth in recent years. By increasing the number of
cores rather than promoting single-core performance, it is
possible to achieve both high throughput and good powerperformance ratios. Multi-core processors containing several
tens or over hundred of cores are called many-core processors. Then, the utilization of many-core processors is becoming popular in the areas of embedded systems.
To efficiently utilize multiple cores in parallel, programmers commonly build multi-task applications using one of
two task models, multi-process and multi-thread. However,
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those conventional task models are originally designed to
implement time-shared multi-tasking for single-core processors, so some scalability problems arise when a large number of tasks are executed in parallel on a many-core processor. In this paper, how the conventional task models
cause those problems is described. Then, a new task model
that is capable of avoiding those problems is proposed. The
proposed task model is named Partitioned Virtual Address
Space (PVAS), and preliminary evaluations conducted using micro benchmark tests show that our PVAS task model
has the potential to promote the performance of multi-task
applications that run on many-core processors.

2.
2.1

CURRENT TASK MODEL ISSUES
Multi-Process Model

In case of the multi-process model, a multi-task application invokes multiple processes and directs them to execute
multiple tasks in parallel. During such executions, each task
runs in an independent virtual address space. Multiple tasks
within the same multi-task application must communicate
with the others in order to exchange the data required for
processing a parallel computation. Those inter-task communications must take place beyond address space boundaries
between the tasks. To overcome the address space boundary,
modern operating systems (OSes) provide a variety of interprocess communication (IPC) methods, such as socket, pipe,
and shared memory. In general, those IPC methods are implemented by using intermediate buffers located on the kernel space or in shared memory regions. In those methods,
two memory copies (from sender task to inter-mediate buffer
and from intermediate buffer to receiver task) take place for
every inter-task communication. These two memory copies
result in high latency which can then result in performance
bottlenecks for multi-task applications. This problem can be
more serious for multi-task applications that run on manycore processors because a larger number of processes can be
invoked, and the frequency at which the inter-task communication takes place can be higher.
In the case of N tasks, N (N − 1)/2 communication patterns exist. So, to execute the communications between
tasks in the most efficient way, the multi-task application
has to preliminarily create N (N − 1)/2 intermediate buffers.
By doing so, all possible communication patterns can be executed simultaneously, and the multi-task application can
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Figure 1: Semantic views of the virtual address space of the
conventional task models and PVAS task model

achieve efficient parallelization. However, this results in
much memory consumption. For example, in the case of
100 tasks, 4950 buffers are required. Even if the size of each
buffer is only four kilobytes, approximately two gigabytes
of physical memory in total are consumed for the inter-task
communication. This memory consumption can be a serious
problem for embedded systems that have only a few gigabyte
of main memory at the most.

2.2

3.
3.1

STACK	
  2	

(a) Prosess 	

number of threads can be created, and the frequency at
which the race condition occurs can be higher.

Multi-Thread Model

In case of the multi-thread model, multiple threads are invoked within a process, which then execute tasks in parallel.
On this model, all tasks related to a multi-task application
run in the same virtual address space. They can access the
data of the other task directly whenever necessary because
there are no address space boundaries between the tasks. As
a result, high-performance inter-task communication can be
achieved without inter-mediate buffers. However, another
problem, the serialization of the virtual memory (VM) operations, arises on this model.
Modern OS kernels manage a virtual address space using
a memory region tree and a page table tree. Those trees are
shared by all tasks running in the same virtual address space,
and VM operations (mmap, munmap and page fault handling)
issued by the multiple tasks update those trees. The memory region tree stores information regarding memory mappings within a virtual address space. The mmap operation
creates a new memory mapping and stores its information
in the memory region tree. The munmap operation deletes
any memory mapping and removes its related information
from the memory region tree. If multiple tasks running in
the same virtual address space execute those VM operations
simultaneously, they must be serialized in the kernel to avoid
the race condition that would occur during the memory region tree update process.
The page table tree manages mappings from physical to
virtual pages. If any task incurs a page fault, a page fault
handler looks up the faulting address in the memory region tree. If the faulting address is included in any memory
mapping, the page fault handler then allocates a new page
and maps it to the virtual address space by recording the
new page mapping on the page table tree. If multiple tasks
running in the same virtual address space incur page fault
handling operations simultaneously, those operations must
be serialized in the kernel to avoid the race condition that
would occur during the page table tree update.
These serializations described above block parallel processing and limit the performance of multi-task applications
[5]. This problem can be more serious for multi-task applications that run on many-core processors because a larger

PVAS TASK MODEL
Address Space Design

Figure 1(a) shows the design of the virtual address space
on the multi-process model. On this model, each task runs
in an independent virtual address space, and each task has
its own TEXT/DATA&BSS/HEAP segments within its virtual address space. Each task uses its DATA&BSS/HEAP
segments as its private data regions. There are address space
boundaries between the tasks constructing a multi-task application.
Figure 1(b) shows the design of the virtual address space
on the multi-thread model. On this model, multiple tasks
run in the same virtual address space and STACK segments
are prepared for each task. The TEXT segment is shared
by all tasks running in the same virtual address space. The
DATA&BSS/HEAP segments are also shared by all tasks.
Figure 1(c) shows our design of the virtual address space
on the PVAS task model proposed in this paper. The idea
behind the PVAS task model is to partition a virtual address space and assign one partition to one task. On the
PVAS task model, multiple tasks run in the same virtual
address space. A task on the PVAS task model is called
PVAS task. The virtual address space for this model is partitioned, and each partitioned region is called a PVAS partition. Each PVAS task is assigned its own PVAS partition,
which also contains its TEXT/DATA&BSS/HEAP/STACK
segments, and PVAS tasks use their DATA&BSS/HEAP
segments as their private data regions. While each PVAS
task accesses the data located on its DATA&BSS/HEAP
segments, it can also access the data of the other PVAS
task directly whenever necessary because there are no address space boundaries between the PVAS tasks. As a result,
high-performance inter-task communication can be achieved
without inter-mediate buffers.

3.2

Virtual Memory Management

Because multiple tasks run in the same virtual address
space on the PVAS task model, it was initially thought
that VM operations simultaneously issued by multiple tasks
would need to be serialized in the kernel as well as the multithread model. To avoid this problem, multiple memory region trees are created to manage PVAS partitions instead of
creating a single memory region tree to manage the whole
virtual address space, as described in Figure 2. On the
PVAS task model, each PVAS task can create memory mappings within its PVAS partition and cannot create memory
mappings within the PVAS partition dedicated to any other
PVAS task. Thus, each PVAS task updates only one memory region tree which manages its PVAS partition. As a
result, VM operations such as mmap and munmap do not need
to be serialized when the memory region tree is updated,
even if multiple PVAS tasks execute those VM operations
simultaneously.
The procedure of the page fault handling operation on
the PVAS task model is as follows. If any PVAS task incurs
a page fault, a page fault handler confirms which PVAS
partition the faulting address belongs to, and looks up the
faulting address in the memory region tree managing the
PVAS partition to which the faulting address belongs. If
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Figure 3: The performance of the ping-pong latency
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Figure 2: Semantic view of the VM management on the
PVAS task model. Each parallel task (t0, t1) updates only
its own memory region tree.

the faulting address is included in any memory mapping,
the page fault handler then allocates a new page and maps
it to the virtual address space by recording the new page
mapping on the page table tree. All PVAS tasks running
in the same virtual address space share the same page table tree. However it is logically partitioned into sub trees.
Each sub tree covers the address range of one of the PVAS
partitions as describe in Figure 2. If multiple PVAS tasks
try to update the same sub tree simultaneously, these operations are serialized to avoid the race condition. In this
scheme, the serialization of page fault handling operations
may occur when any PVAS task accesses the data located
on the PVAS partition dedicated to any other PVAS task.
However, each PVAS task accesses the data within its PVAS
partition basically. Thus, the frequency at which the serialization of page fault handling operations occurs can be lower
on the PVAS task model.

4.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

Currently, PVAS is implemented in Linux kernel version
2.6.32 for the x86-64 architecture. Our implementation of
PVAS was evaluated by a ping-pong communication benchmark implemented by the message passing interface (MPI),
and a handmade VM operation benchmark. The evaluations
were performed with Intel Xeon X5670 multi-core processor
(6 cores × 2 Sockets).

4.1

Inter-task Communication

MPI is a standard specification that is widely used in HPC
applications. MPI provides the interface for the message
passing communication to the multi-task application built
from the multi-process model. MPICH2 [1] is one of the MPI
implementations. MPICH2 uses Nemesis [4], which is a lowlevel inter-task communication layer. Here, MPICH2 was
modified to support the PVAS task model. The task manager of modified MPICH2 invokes the PVAS tasks, which
execute the MPI program. Furthermore, Nemesis was also
modified to leverage the inter-task communication of PVAS.
The original Nemesis performs inter-task communication by
using the shared memory as the inter-mediate buffer, which
produces two memory copies for every communication. On
the PVAS implementation, the sender task directly copies
data from its send buffer to the receive buffer of the receiver
task, so only one memory copy is produced for every commu-

nication. If the modified Nemesis shows better performance
than does the original version, we can say that PVAS has
the potential to improve inter-task communication of the
multi-task application.
The ping-pong benchmark of the Intel MPI Benchmarks
[6] was used for this evaluation. The PVAS implementation that supports the rendezvous protocol and the original
Nemesis implementation that supports both the eager and
the rendezvous protocols were evaluated. MPI message communication uses two protocols: the rendezvous protocol and
the eager protocol. In the rendezvous protocol, a sender
task and a receiver task are synchronized until both tasks
are ready. In the eager protocol, the sender task sends messages regardless of the state of the receiver task. With this
protocol, the sender task has a buffer for send operations.
After copying the send data to the buffer, the sender task
can start to execute the next operation.
Figure 3 shows the latency of the ping-pong communication of a pair of tasks. When the message size is sufficiently
smaller than the buffer size (smaller than eight kilobyte), the
Nemesis eager protocol shows the best performance. The
PVAS implementation shows better performance than the
Nemesis rendezvous protocol, because the PVAS implementation produces only one memory copy for every inter-task
communication, while the Nemesis rendezvous protocol produces two memory copies. When the message size is bigger than 256 kilobytes, all implementations show almost
the same performance, because the Nemesis implementation
splits a message when the message size is big, and sends the
split messages in the same manner as in pipeline processing.
Also the PVAS implementation can support the eager protocol. If the PVAS implementation adopts the eager protocol when the message size is small, it can achieve higher
performance than the original Nemesis in all cases.

4.2

VM Operation

To evaluate the VM operation performance of the PVAS
task model, a micro benchmark was performed. This benchmark invokes multiple tasks that execute VM operations in
parallel. In this benchmark, each task executes mmap, memset and munmap 1000 times. 1 MB of the memory region
is allocated by mmap, and accessed by memset, so page fault
handling operations are executed. The allocated memory region is deleted by munmap. The benchmark is implemented
by the conventional task models and the PVAS task model.
The result of this benchmark is shown in Figure 4. In
this graph, the horizontal axis represents the number of
parallel tasks, and the vertical axis represents the average
number of CPU cycles counted by the time stamp counter.
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Figure 4: CPU cycles in 1000 time mmap, memset, and
munmap calls

global address space and is used for mapping the memory of
all other processes. Thus, a process can directly access the
memory of another process. Each process of SMARTMAP
has a separate page table tree, but the portion of the page
table tree that maps the global address space is shared by
all processes in SMARTMAP, so page fault handling operations need to be serialized as on the multi-thread model. To
avoid serialization of the page fault handling, SMARTMAP
does not support on-demand paging and uses linear mapping from the virtual addresses to the physical pages of the
memory. This incurs poor memory-use efficiency.

6.
In the graph, the performance of the PVAS task model is
comparable with the multi-process model, while the multithread model shows poor performance. On the multi-process
model, each task has its own virtual address space, so concurrent VM operations are not serialized. As described in
Section 3.2, the concurrent mmap and munmap operations are
not serialized on the PVAS task model as well as on the
muti-process model. In addition, page fault handling operations are not serialized in this benchmark because the
inter-task communication does not take place. This is because both of them show good performance. In contrast, on
the multi-thread model, VM operations need to be serialized
as described in Section 2.2. This serialization incurred the
bad performance.

5.
5.1

RELATED WORK
Kernel Thread Copy

Another method called inter-task communication via the
kernel thread [7] was proposed to improve the inter-task
communication of the multi-task application built from the
multi-process model. Since the kernel thread can access the
data of all user processes beyond the address space boundary, inter-task communication via the kernel thread produces only one memory copy. Therefore, the communication
latency is smaller than that occurring during inter-task communication using the intermediate buffer (where two memory copies are created). However, this method via the kernel
thread introduces overhead in the form of context switching
between the user processes and the kernel thread. As a result, the communication latency becomes larger than that
of PVAS.

5.2

Virtual Address Space Mapping

XPMEM [2] is a Linux kernel module that enables any
process to map memory pages of another process into its
virtual address space. After mapping, the process can then
access them in the same way as it accesses the local data.
This XPMEM capability improves the communication performance of a multi-task application built from the multiprocess model. However, XPMEM needs an extra memory mapping operation. This mapping operation causes the
overhead.
SMARTMAP [3] enables a process for mapping the memory of another process into its virtual address space, in a way
similar to that of XPMEM. In SMARTMAP, a process occupies an address range from 0 to 512 GB as its local address
space. The rest of the virtual address space is treated as a

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a new task model, called PVAS, that
is designed to promote the performance of the multi-task
applications that run on many-core processors. PVAS enhances the inter-task communication of a multi-task application. On the PVAS task model, inter-task communication
can take place with only one memory copy, and it does not
require inter-mediate buffers that incur huge memory consumption. Moreover, the virtual memory management of
PVAS averts the serialization of concurrent VM operations.
Preliminary evaluations showed that PVAS has the potential to increase the performance of multi-task applications
that run on many-core processors. The evaluation of the
ping-pong communication benchmark showed that PVAS
has the capability to improve the latency of the inter-task
communication. The evaluation of the VM operation benchmark showed that PVAS has the capability of achieving efficient parallelization, even if the number of tasks increases.
Preliminary evaluations were performed in the small environment by using micro benchmarks. The ping-pong communication benchmark was performed with only two tasks,
and the VM benchmark was performed with only twelve
tasks. Evaluation of PVAS by using real applications in the
large environment is future work.
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